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ABOUT THE ENGAGEMENT
Water is one of our most important assets. It is critical 

for our survival and sustains our natural environment in 

which our economy, health, wellbeing and lifestyle all 

depend. We want water to continue to be at the heart 

of our city, sustaining and inspiring our lifestyles. To 

achieve this we need to carefully plan for our future now. 

The Draft Water Strategy is the City of Gold Coast’s commitment 
to community for managing our water environments and resources 
sustainably now and into the future. This strategy aims to drive 
actions that will ensure our city is sustained and inspired by water, 
where everyone can enjoy:

• safe and reliable water supplies, sanitation and drainage services

• resilience to a changing climate such as floods, droughts and 
sea-level rise

• efficient use of valued resources

• healthy connected ecosystems

• connection to waterways

• healthy waterways for recreation 

• cool green beautiful urban spaces that feature water.

How we engaged  
with the community
The community engagement aimed to get your 
views on the Draft Water Strategy and gather 
feedback to help us improve the management 
of our water environments and resources. The 
engagement ran from 1 to 22 November 2018. 

City of  
Gold Coast 
websites

Social  
media

Radio

Information 
sessions

Survey
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TOP PRIORITY

Clean waterways  
for recreational  
activity.

TOP PRIORITY

High quality drinking  
water continues to be 
protected through  
good management  
and use of innovative 
technology.

TOP PRIORITY

Healthy, safe and accessible water 
environments and resources are 
supported through community 
partnerships and engagement.

TOP PRIORITY

A city with more  
trees and water  
features supports  
a more comfortable  
living environment.

Age of people surveyed

Our water lifestyle

Innovative water solutions

Partnerships for water

Our healthy waters

Water inspired design

1791 
responses

Gender of people surveyed

Other 0.22%    Unknown 1.56%

51.93%

46.29%

1.68%
UNDER 18

5.86%
18–25

14.8%
26–35

24.46%
36–45 20.71%

46–55 16.19%
56-65

14.74%

OVER 65

1.56%

UNKNOWN

“Ensure 
accessibility for all 

age groups and 
abilities”

“Promote use 
of recycled and 

desalinated water”

“Protecting our 
waterways is key 

to the evolution of 
the city”

“Implement water 
sensitive urban design  
as a requirement for  
new developments” 

“More focus 
on sustainable 

recreation  
activities”

“Adaptation 
to changing 

climate needs to 
be highlighted 

more”

“Information 
and updates on 
water quality for 

residents”

1.
Practicing  

water saving 
initiatives

2.
Participating in  
litter clean-up 

activities

3.
Attending cultural 

activities and  
festivals

YOU WOULD LIKE TO PARTNER BY:

TOP PRIORITY

Waterways are  
healthy and  
support a variety  
of plant and  
animal life.

SURVEY RESULTS
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WHAT YOU TOLD US AND HOW WE’VE LISTENED
From your feedback we heard that several key themes were important to you. 
We will use these to inform our city’s Water Strategy for the future. 

You highlighted the necessity of water for life and identified 
your priorities regarding water environments and water 
services in the Gold Coast. We heard that there are key 
areas of priority for you as our city grows including: clean 
healthy water, valuing water as a resource, security of bulk 
water supplies, using water wisely, affordability, waste to 
resource initiatives and forward planning to ensure our 
infrastructure can support city growth and be resilient to 
natural hazards and a changing climate.

As water is embedded within the Gold Coast lifestyle, you 
provided suggestions for enhancing this feature in our 
community. Suggestions included supporting city growth by 
enhancing our city’s natural beauty, more opportunities for 
water-based recreational activities, greater water inspired 
design including green (more trees) and blue (water) features 
throughout the city, and more facilities and river walkways to 
enable interactions around waterways.

The future sustainability of our city, its natural habitats and 
water resources are of high importance for you. Feedback 
included the importance of protecting Gold Coast’s water 
environments and biodiversity and improving the quality, 
health and resilience of our waterways, ensuring sustainable 
development, reducing pollution, littering and erosion. 
Community education and engagement are important to you 
to ensure we adopt a sustainable attitude to becoming a 
water sensitive city.

Through the community engagement we learned that you 
are passionate about your Water Lifestyle, the environment 
and water services. We revisited the draft strategy following 
your feedback to ensure community priorities are adequately 
reflected in shaping our future vision, direction and actions. 
More actions were also identified as part of the strategy 
and will be implemented during the strategy delivery 
phase. We are also engaging with our partners to discuss 
community comments that are related to their functions and 
responsibilities.

Water as a life necessity

Water as a lifestyle choice

Water for a sustainable future

How we’ve listened
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